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The news is still largely full of
doom and gloom with the con-
tinuing economic crisis and we’ve
had plenty to moan about over the
early part of this year with snow
gripping the country and bringing
many services to a standstill.

I needed to travel to Birmingham
and, with the weather forecast pre-
dicting snow, I decided to stay in
London overnight thinking it would
be easier to get to my destination
than driving across country from
Bedfordshire. First big mistake!
I awoke to news of all buses out of
action in the capital and a fair few
disruptions on the trains and tube. 

So a long walk to the tube sta-
tion ensued including a tumble, 
(I don’t bounce so easily with my
increasing age!) followed by an at-
tempt to get to the mainline station
to reach Birmingham. The forecast
predicted that the snow would
move further north but sadly I had
to attempt the journey in order to
deliver a one hour lecture. 

A good friend Kim, was even
more affected. She had to travel 
to Glasgow from Bristol to take 
an important exam but, with the
weather conditions, her flight 
was cancelled and she was then
stranded at the airport as the 
access roads were blocked. She
spent the night waiting and contin-
uing to study and finally managed
to ‘take off’ the next morning. So
she arrived at her destination ‘on
time’ but with no sleep for over 24
hours and then proceeded to sit
the 4 hour exam! She’s just heard
she passed this postgraduate
course including the exam so I
have a very special ‘congratula-
tions’ card to make for her, for a
very special achievement under
trying circumstances. 

On a positive side though, whilst
I didn’t have the opportunity to 

indulge, I found the television 
images of people having fun in 
the snow was uplifting at a time
when we all needed something to
feel ‘happy’ about! Those who ob-
served our antics from other coun-
tries where they simply continue
normal living must have been very
amused by our inability to cope! 

My second ‘uplifting’ moment of
2009 was the inauguration of Pres-
ident Barack Obama, as the 44th
President of the United States on
20th January. I found the whole
occasion uplifting and hopeful and
it has certainly increased my inter-
est and awareness in politics.

I found myself wondering how
many celebratory cards he re-
ceived and if any had been made
by Craft Creations readers! Card
making, sending and receiving is
an activity that can bring so much
joy at times of happiness, comfort
in times of sadness as well as the
sheer pleasure and satisfaction in
sharing an occasion. 

And so my third uplifting event
was last night when I returned
home after travelling for five days,
teaching all over the West Country.
I crawled up to bed feeling shat-
tered, but clutching a copy of the
latest Craft Creations catalogue
which came through the post 
during my absence. I fell asleep
happy, having browsed the pages
through the many lovely new addi-
tions to the enormous stock of
‘goodies’ the company already
has. Thank goodness I have a
quiet weekend ahead, I’ll have
time to place my next order and
drool with great pleasure as I do!

Best wishes to you all.

© Craft Creations Limited, 2009. This magazine was produced at Craft Creations Limited by Paul Kearley, Jenny Kearley, Jo Crouch, Natalie East,
Christopher Crouch, Sean Fricker and David Kearley. No part of this magazine may be reproduced or used in any other publication without prior
permission from Craft Creations Limited. Great care has been taken to ensure the accuracy of the articles contained in this magazine, but Craft
Creations Limited cannot be held responsible for any mistakes or misprints. All trademarks and registered names acknowledged. We welcome
contributions by readers; letters, cards for the gallery, articles, projects, designer profiles, hints and tips, etc.

Jane Chiodini
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Die-Cut Découpage
By Jenny Kearley
INTRODUCTION:

Quick and easy die-cut découpage - simply
press out and layer using mini fixers. These de-
signs have no backgrounds giving you fantastic
scope for creating interesting presentations, so
here are some of our ideas for the finished cards.
As with all découpage, there are many little tricks
that will help your designs look even better. 

Flowers: DCD501
Materials For Sweet Pea: 
Card SF03U-30 White. 
(fold the front panel back on itself). 
Creative Paper: SR114P.
Border Punch: PPU196.
2 Pink Brads.

Fast Cars: DCD504
Materials For Blue Car: 
Card: GFA26U-43 Linen White. 
Creative Papers: SR019P and SR049P. 
Creative borders: CB027P. 
Horizon Sticker: SHS005.
Gold Label Stickers: 
XL500U-03 and XL507U-33.
Materials For Red Car: 
Card: SF08U-30 White. 
Creative Papers: SR019P and SR071P.

Creative borders: CB027P.
Horizon Sticker: SHS005.
Gold Label Sticker: XL500U-03.
Materials For Green Car: 
Card: GF31U-43 Linen White.
Black Card. White Paper and Green 
Mirri Paper. 
Layer Tips For All Designs: 
Layer 3: Glue the back corner of the bon-
net under the windscreen and the wing
under the wing mirror. 

Layer Tips:
A2: Cut between the petals of the left bud and 
shape the side petals down. Curve the right bud to shape.
A3 and A4: Gently curve the petals using your fingers.
Materials For Bell Flower: 
Card: SF08U-30 White (fold the front panel back on itself).
Creative Paper: SR005P, SR093P & SR094P. 
White Paper. Gold Label Sticker: XL718U-08.
Layer Tips For Bell Flower:
Shape all top petals to suit the painting.
Materials For Primroses: 
Card: SF07U-30 White. Creative Papers: SR117P & SR137P.
White Paper. Gold Label Sticker: XL640U-08.

Layer Tips:
B1: Cut the back of
the handle from the
flowers and bend the
handle down. Sticky
fix the butterfly wings
but glue the body. 
B2: Glue the wings 
at the body and glue
the top of the handle. 
B3: Cut between the
handle and flowers.
Curve one flower
down and the other
up as painted. 
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Birthday Flowers: DCD500
Materials For Spring Basket: 
Card: SF07U-30 White.
Creative Paper: 
SR078P and SR114P.
Ribbon: RIB03 Lilac.
Bow: BOW71 Lilac.
Layer Tips:
A1: Cut between the scroll and
flower on the left and curve the
scroll down. 
A2: Cut between the two tulips 
left and right and curve the back
ones down.
A4: Cut between the petals and
shape up and down.

Materials For Pot Of Pansies: 
GFA26U-44: Linen Cream.
Creative Paper: SR069P.
Curious Translucent: TR034P.
Organza Ribbon: RIB10-08.
Gold Label Sticker: 
XL705U-01.
Scrap of Gold Stardream Card.
Layer Tips: 
A2 and A3: Use your fingers to
curve the leaves to shape. 
A3 and A4: Cut between the
petals of the flowers and shape
them up and down according

Materials For Daisy Bouquet: 
Card: SF03U-30 White. 
Creative Paper: SR043P.
Polypropylene Bag (any). 
Tissue Paper: TIS24.
Gold Gem: GEM13. 
Pink Eyelet. 
Making Up Tips:
Cut a piece of polypropylene
bag and tissue paper to about
12cm square. Place the tissue
on the top and pinch them
both at one end to form a fan
shape, bind it with thread or
tape about 2cm from the end.
Trim the top of the polypropy-
lene to about 8cm from the
pinch and the tissue 1cm

to the way they are painted.
Materials For Lilac Flowers: 
Card: GFA26U-43 Linen White.
(Cut the small front panel off the card
and discard it).
Creative Paper: SR117P.
Quickutz Wording or Similar.
Gold Label Sticker: XL500U-08.
Curious Translucent: TR032P.
Layer Tips: 
All layers: Remove the pieces from the
sheet with care as the edges have lots
of fine detail. Take extra care with the
thin stems on layer two. 
B2: Cut between the two leaves on the
left and shape them.

shorter than this. Cut the stalks and central
flower (for the tag) from layer 1, the upper layers
will cover the gaps. Cut layer 2 above the bow
and lengthen a little by inserting the stems from
layer 1 as shown.
Layer Tips:
B2, B3 and B4: Cut between the flower petals to
shape them.
Materials For Vase Of Tulips: 
Card: SF01U-30 White.
Creative Paper: SR019P, SR103P and SR144P.
Gold, White and Black Paper.
White Strung Beads.
Wooden Kebab Stick.
Making Up Tips:
The table is made from two strips of the gold

paper folded to flat-
tened tubes, and a
strip with a single fold
for the top. Roll the
gingham paper onto
the kebab stick a
short way when mak-
ing the blind.
Layer Tips: C1: Cut
around the left of the
tag to just past the
centre, lift the tag and
bend the tulips down.
C2: Cut between the
spout of the jug and
the leaf, bending the
leaf down and jug up. 
C3: Glue the top of
the leaf and the bot-
tom of the stem. C4:
Glue the bottom of
the stems.

Pots of Flowers: DCD505
Materials For Cream Rose Basket: 
Card: GFA26U-43 Linen White.
Creative Paper: CP083G and a scrap 
of SR128P.
Curious Translucent: TR034P and TR041P.
Gold Label Sticker: XL500U-01.
Border Punch: PPU161.
Layer Tips: 
C2: Glue the ends of the basket base to the layer below. 
C3: Gently curve and shape all the leaves between your fingers. 
C4 and C5: Cut between the petals of the flowers and shape them up and down
according to the way they are painted.
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Cute & Cuddly Bears:
DCD502
Materials For Ted & Daffodils: 
Card: SF08U-30 White. Creative
Paper: SR059P & SR073P.
White Paper. 
Gold Gems: GEM16.
Daisy Paper Punch.

Layer Tips: 
A2: Cut between the arms and leaves
and bend the arms down. Cut along
the painted line of the mouth. Curve
the chin down and mouth up.
A4: Cut between the petals and shape.
Materials For Bunny With Flowers: 
Card Mount: SF03U-30 White.
(Cut a 25mm strip from the right edge
of the front panel).
Creative Paper: SR001P and SR057P.
Gold Label Sticker: XL237U-01.

Materials For 
Girl With Flowers: 
Card: CD12U-43 Linen White. 
Creative Paper: 
SR130P & SR131P.
Gold Label Sticker: ZL512U-82
(stick the butterflies onto blue
paper and white paper).
Organza Ribbon: RIB10-07.
Layer Tips: 
C2: Cut apron from the wrists,
up both sleeves and under the
frill, glue the top of the apron.
Cut the bottom of dress from
the right side to the basket and
curve the dress down. 
C3: Glue bow by the centre.

Victorian Girls: 
DCD503
Materials For 
Girls At Gate: 
Card: SF03U-30 White.
Creative Paper: SR119P. 
Scraps of SR009P, 
SR003P and SR010P (for 
the flowers).
Mulberry Paper: M08A4.
Paper Punches:
Small Flowers & Leaves.
Gold Label Stickers: 
XL237U-01, XL277U-01, 
XL082U-01, XL713U-01 
& ZL713U-51.
Making Up Tips:
Punch flowers from the 
coloured paper. The 
actual flower does not 
really matter, just use 
any punches you have, 
add small dots at the tip to represent buds or, cut up a
whole flower to make little shaped buds for the tip.
Layer Tips: 
A2: Cut between the dress and boot.
A3: Cut between the bouquet arm and dress. Glue the tops
of all arms and glue the hat bow at the centre.
Materials For Girl & Dog: 
Card: GF03U-30 White. Creative Paper: SR043P.
Gold Label Stickers: XL722U-02, XL642U-02 & ZL512U-50.
Layer Tips: 
B2: Cut between chin and dress gluing the dress at the cut. 
B3: Glue the dress frill. 
B4: Glue the back of the hat and shoulder. 
D2: Glue the dog at the collar and top of ear. 
D3: Glue the top of the tail.

Layer Tips: 
B1: Cut between the ears and shape them. 
B2: Cut along the line above the nose, place a sticky
fixer behind the nose and a dab of glue behind 
the eyes.
B3: Cut between the wrapper on the left and the paw,
curve the cut end of the wrapper down but the rest 
of it forward. Glue the arm at the shoulder and the
foot at the heel.
Materials For Mum & Small Ted: 
Card: DSF10P-111.
Gold Label Stickers: XL640U-08 and XL132U-08.
Brown Stamp Pad. Brown Peel Off Pen.
Roses: ACC003. White Card.
Layer Tips: 
C1: Cut Mum’s back ear in from each side and then
curve it down. 
C2: Curve down or glue apron by baby bear and glue

Mum’s ear at 
the head. Cut
between Mum’s
paw and baby’s
back. Curve the
back down and
the paw up. 
C3: Glue point
of the slipper
fluff. Cut be-
tween the arm
and head to
under the chin
curving the arm
down and glue
both shoulders.
C4: Glue the
shoulder and 
the cheek on 
the right.



Baby Stitches
By Barbara Taylor
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STITCHING INFORMATION:

Stitched On: 28 Count White Aida.

Stitch Count: Width 84 x Depth 140.

Feet On: 14 Count Plastic Canvas.

Card Mount: AP01M-83 Quartz.

DMC Stranded Cotton: See Chart.

813 Lt Marine Blue 160 907
775 Lt China Blue 1031 908
931 Delft Blue 145 910
745 Deep Cream 301 112
819 Pale Powder Pink 271 501
761 Pale Geranium 1021 503
3052 Sage Green 859 1510

DMC ANCHOR MADEIRA

out from the stitching. Stitch a seed bead to the cen-
tre of each cream flower and add the bows stitching
them in place at the two points marked with a red line
on the chart. Pad and mount the main design into the
card and stick the feet on using sticky fixers. 

Use two strands for the cross stitch
including the little feet and one strand
for the backstitch throughout.

Work the cross stitch and backstitch
as usual following the colours on the
chart or the alternative colours for the pink or cream
designs. Use alternative wording from the chart on
the right to suit your own situation.

Work the cross stitch and backstitch on plastic
canvas for the feet and cut them out on the next hole
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3782 Pale Stone Grey 831 1902
3033 Pale Beige 387 1901
3790 Dk Stone Grey 393 1903
303 Chocolate Brown 359 1904

DMC ANCHOR MADEIRA

The pink baby design uses the same colours for 
the flowers and stems, but replace the colours for the
boots and wording with the same pinks, the only extra
colour required is 899 (DMC) Carnation Pink for the
backstitch.

The cream design has a linen fabric background, as
the colours are all completely different I have included
an extra chart below. The top three colours are for the
boots as on the blue chart, the chocolate brown is for
the backstitch on wording and stems only. The flowers
are stitched in a mix of the paler colours.



Pyramid Power
By Sharon Press
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Thin Card: Black, Shiny Black, Silver and 
Linen White (to match the card mount).

Creative Images: CIM350A Car And Balloons.

Creative Borders: CB008P Multicolour Birthday.

Gold Label Stickers: XL500U-02 Silver Lines.

Pencil and Ruler.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Black Mini Fixers: ADH26.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive & Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: SF02U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Stick one large creative image to a piece of shiny
black card (black Astralux is perfect) and trim to leave
a 2mm border all around. Stick this panel onto silver
card and trim to leave a 2mm border on all sides.

Mount this onto shiny black card once again and cut
to leave a 3mm border all around.

Stick the remaining 3 large images onto plain black
card. Take one of these images and measure 6mm 
in from the outside edges of the sticker on all sides.
Cut along the marked lines, taking care to keep the
edges neat and straight as any irregularities will show
on the finished card. 

Use black mini fixers to layer this onto the first
panel taking care to exactly align the picture with the
picture on the layer beneath.

The other two images are treated in the same way
but each is cut a little smaller, cut one 11mm in from
all sides and the next 16mm in. Mount these two
onto the first two layers using mini fixers as before to
complete the pyramid.

Place the card mount on a cutting mat and trim
15mm from the right edge of the front panel. Place
the pyramid panel onto the card front positioning it
18mm from the top and central from side to side, 
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VARIATIONS:

The green card on the previous page is a
DSF10P-112 with black sticker lines and red
brads used to accentuate the diamonds.
Three little diamond panels cut from em-
bossing foil are hung from the brads using
craft wire and have sticker lettering. 

The card above is DSF10P-102 with gold
paper and red sticker lines. Both these cards
use the same method for the pyramid panel,
but as the card is wider, the width of the can-
tilever strip needs to be adjusted, see below. 

For any design using this method, the first
panel of the strip is always the exact width of
the pyramid decoupage, the middle panel
between the score lines is always the width
from the centre of the marked panel on the
card to the fold line, the green arrowed line
on diagram 1 shows where to measure. The
end panel is always about 1cm wide.

draw a light pencil line all around the panel then remove it
from the card mount.

1. Measure along the top edge of the marked shape and
make a mark exactly in the centre, repeat along the bottom
line (both shown red on the diagram). Open the card, place
a ruler on the two marks and score a fold line between them
inside the pencil panel only (shown as a dotted line). Cut the
3 sides of the right half of the marked panel from the fold line
(shown blue). Fold the right half of the panel forward along
the scored line to cover the left half. 

2. Cut a piece of white card to the exact height of the pyra-
mid panel and 12cm wide. Score a fold line half way across
the width of the card and another line 1cm from one end, add
a strip of double sided tape to this end. Fold along the score
lines as shown then unfold again.

The tape
is on the
outside

Total Width  12cm

Glue Card - Face Down

ing the sticky tab to stick to the back panel 
of the card. This acts as a cantilever to twist
the panel as the card opens and closes. Turn
the card face up and holding it firmly closed,
stick the pyramid panel neatly onto the card
panel in the aperture, aligning the right edge
and top and bottom edges precisely. 

Decorate the card using borders along the
back edge and across the front panel. Use
medium thickness silver sticker lines along
each edge of the border strips to make a
border around the pyramid panel.

1 2

3
4

3. Check that the white card panel fits through the aperture
(height wise) without catching then bring it through the aper-
ture as shown so the edges align exactly with the folded half
panel (shown by the blue line). Check that the panel (up to
the first fold) fits neatly into the opening when pressed flat. If
not, trim a sliver off the end and try again (note, you may also
need to trim the pyramid panel to match). Once you have a
good fit, glue onto the folded piece only.

4. Place the open card face down. Fold the strip of card
along the centre score line, leaving the 1cm tab unfolded as
shown and peel the backing from the tape. Keeping the front
of the card mount flat on the table, fold the card closed allow-



On Your Travels
By Debbie Brothwood
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Scrapbook Papers: 
SCR257 Sundials, SCR258 Palm 
Trees and SCR261 World Map.

Gold Label Stickers: 
XL023U-03 Alphabet.

Brown Ink Pad or
Fluid Chalk Ink Pad.

Parcel Tags & Brown Parcel String.

Soft White String.

Dark Brown Card & Tracing Paper.

Corner Rounding Scissors: CCU03.

Brown or Black Eyelets, Eyelet Setter and Punch.

Fine Grade Sandpaper.

Sewing Machine.

Sticky Fixers and Double Sided Tape.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: GF31U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Begin by cutting a section of palm tree paper to fit
onto the larger front flap of the card leaving an edge
of card showing all around and ensuring the stamp
image is at the top right corner. Cut a piece from the
red/brown world map paper to fit the smaller panel
in the same way. 

Round all four corners of each piece using the 
corner rounder. Ink around all edges using a chalk 
or inkpad and then sew a zig-zag stitch along all the
edges using beige colour thread. Glue both papers 
to the card blank.

Cut or punch two 25mm circles from brown card,
mark the centre of each circle, punch a hole through
and add an eyelet to each. Place small fixer pads on
the back of each circle keeping them close to the
centre. Fold the card and stick one circle centrally
along the edge of each panel so they end up about
1cm apart. Tie a 35cm length of string around the 
circle on the smaller panel. Chalk or ink all the edges
of the card blank, inside and out and including the
creases to give them more definition. 

Spell out the words on both panels using the black
alphabet stickers, work along a ruler to keep them
nice and straight. 

For the inside back panel cut a piece of palm tree
paper to fit the whole panel as before, the picture at
the top of the next page shows this but the small flap
should be open, not closed as shown. If you want to
personalise the paper with some wording, do the
next bit before cutting it to size. On the computer
type out: ‘No Journey is too great if you find what you
seek’ (or wording of your choice). Print it out onto the 

Both sanding and inking will add an aged and 
distressed look to your projects, giving a pleasing 
appearance to the finished result and it’s quite easy
to do, just follow the instructions below. 

Sanding: Mount the paper onto the greetings card
before sanding, leaving an edge of card showing
around the paper. Lay the project either on a flat 
surface, in your lap or in your hands whichever you
find easier. Using a fine grade sandpaper, lightly sand
over the edges of the paper. This will remove some 
of the surface of the paper, press harder and you
will remove more of the surface. Sanding just glued,
slightly wet paper takes off more of the paper too.

Inking: Using an ink pad or fluid chalk ink pad (these
are usually small eye shaped or small square pads),
hold the card or paper in your hand and lightly apply
the ink to the edges of the card by sweeping over
and sliding along the edges. The fluid chalk inkpads
are often fainter in colour and not so wet as standard
pads, they give the right look and are easier to use.

This is quite a complicated project
but uses only 3 papers, some stickers
and a few items you may already have.
It looks quite impressive once com-
pleted, so is well worth the effort!
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Actual Size

to complete the decoration. If you want to
encourage communication from the trav-
eller (maybe a son or daughter on a gap
year), you could include addressed post 
cards in the pocket, adding real stamps
as well if they are not going abroad. 

The back of the card can also be deco-
rated with spare pieces of the papers, I
used torn papers, inked and distressed
and overlapped them randomly as I
stuck them in place.

Finally, if desired, lightly sand all over
the card using fine grade sandpaper
and re-inking sections if necessary to
keep a darker edge on all the pieces. 

Fold the card and finish by winding
some brown parcel string in a figure
of eight around the circle fasteners.

palm tree paper so it shows when the small flap is
closed and the large flap is open, but leaving enough
room for the Eiffel Tower motif to fit beside it. To save
wasting your scrapbook paper, print the wording out
onto plain paper and check the fit as often as needed
before printing onto the real paper. 

Cut the palm tree paper to size, round the corners,
and ink the edges as before then glue to the inside
back panel. Cut a piece of tracing paper to the same
size, round the corners and ink the edges. Place this
over the inside back panel and glue at the small panel
end only leaving the other end free.

Use double sided tape along the two side edges of
the smaller panel and fold over to make a pocket. Cut
out the small Eiffel Tower image
with the wording underneath to
measure about 5.5 x 8.5cm.
Ink the edges and mount
onto brown card leaving a
narrow border all around.
Stick this onto the tracing
paper next to the large flap
so the wording still shows
through from the layer below.

Cut another piece of com-
pass paper for the inside large
panel choosing a pleasing
piece (the compass itself is
good), ink as before and glue
into place.

Fill the pocket with old photos
(black & white are best) post-
cards and/or tags, you can trace
this tag shape and make your
own if you don’t have the real
thing to hand. Cover the tags with
spare pieces of the main papers,
inked or distressed as before. Tie
soft white string through the holes



Background Beauty
By Jenny Lomas
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Starburst Stains: French Country.

Plain White Paper.

Clear Polyester Sheet: PET01.

Card: Green Pearl and Purple Glitter.

Gold Label Stickers: 
ZL171U-51 Borders and Corners,
ZL570U-53 Black and -59 Champagne
Cars and ZL713U-56 Dots.

Lilac Printed Ribbon (or similar).

Mini Mister Bottle: SPR03.

Large Paintbrushes.

Kitchen Roll.

Craft Knife, Ruler and Cutting Mat.

Sticky Fixer Pads: ADH18.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

Card Mount: SF06U-24 Dark Green.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

TECHNIQUES:

This project is really more about the backgrounds
than the designs so I have focused initially on how
these were created. These backgrounds are made

using the 5 colours from the French Country set of
Starburst Stains, which are widely available from
many craft shops and of course online. 

I like to have a messy couple of hours playing with
the stains, experimenting with colours and techniques
and delighting in the unique, exciting results. In this
way I build up a large supply of beautiful background
papers which I can enjoy using as and when the
ideas come to me.

The resulting patterns and colours will vary across
the sheet and the edges may be patchy, so it is 
always best to work on a larger piece of paper or
card than you want to end up with, then you can 
select the bit you like the most to use on the card. 

Other products will work in a similar way, so a bit
of experimentation is often worthwhile. 

(I have tried using Perfect Pearls powder and the
result is virtually the same - Ed).

Technique 1. Use a large brush to apply a back-
ground colour wash all over a piece of card. While
it is still wet add blobs of one or two other colours
randomly all over the card then move the card around
to blend the stains.
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FINISHING & VARIATIONS:

then cut out and layered onto burgundy corrugated
and copper stardream panels. 

The dolphin card uses wisteria purple blue and
Jack in the pulpit teal for the colours. Technique 2 is
used for the paper on the left hand side of the card
and the small square panel uses technique 3. 

The dolphins are stuck on a square of paper mea-
suring 60mm, then onto a dark blue square at 62mm
and this is mounted onto a gold panel at 70mm
square. A line of border stickers are added just inside
the edges of the gold panel.

The cream stripe down the centre of the card hides
the edge of the paper. I’ve added a narrow sticker
border each side to match with the panel and gold
sticker wording to finish. 

For the main card (black car), on the small panel I
used the French country colours, Jack in the pulpit
teal, French lilac violet and marigold yellow orange
using technique 2. The diagonal panel is the kitchen
towel from the clean up session, technique 4. 

Cover the bottom corner of the card with the
painted towel taking it around the fold by about 3cm
and cutting straight along the bottom edge of the
card. Stick a piece of ribbon over the top corner
of the card centring the words nicely. Fold one end
over the fold of the back panel and trim neatly. The
other end is folded to the inside and covered with
a plain insert sheet. There are many easy ways of
adding a greeting to your card if you don’t have a
suitable printed ribbon. 

Cut the painted paper and a piece of clear poly-
ester to 80mm square. Cut the purple card to 85mm
square and the green to 90mm square. Mount the
green card centrally onto the card front and use
sticky fixers to mount the purple panel onto it. Stick
the painted paper square onto the purple card. 

Peel and stick a black car centrally onto the poly-
ester square then add this onto the painted square
sticking it in place with double sided tape behind the
car only. Infill the windscreen and bumper sections of
the car with pieces from a champagne glitter sheet.
Make a border around the edge using the borders
and corners from the gold glitter sheet and add small
lilac dots into the gaps on the corners. 

The butterfly card uses technique 1 for the left side
and 3 for the right hand side, this piece also has a
slight texture so the stains catch the light and look
even more lovely. The colours used are amaryllis
burgundy, French lilac violet and marigold yellow
orange all from the same set. 

The join between the panels is covered with a
sticker border and small copper butterflies are placed
randomly across the background. The large butterfly
is stuck over a spare piece of the left hand paper,

Technique 2. Use a large brush to apply a colour
wash all over a sheet of copier paper. Add blobs of
one or two other colours randomly all over the paper.
Fold the paper so the wet sides are on the inside
then screw the whole piece into a tight ball. Carefully
unfold while it is still wet and flatten it out to dry.

Technique 3. Put some stain into a mini mister bottle
and spritz onto a sheet of card. If using perfect pearls
place about half a teaspoon of powder into the bottle
with some water, shake to blend before spraying. 

Technique 4. While doing the painting, etc., as above,
wipe the brushes onto kitchen paper, wipe the bottles
too. Keep adding colours until the towel is covered,
clean up the brushes onto it as well, as it will all add
to the effect. (Only use 1 ply or the top layer will
eventually lift off the work)!



We Are Sailing
By Sue Walters
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Sky Paper: SR019P (similar).

Stardream Card Sample Set:
STDSC.

Hi-5 Card: HIF02C Plasma Blue.

Scraps of Red and Shiny Gold
Card.

Gold Sticker Lines: XL500U-01.

Cocktail Sticks and Gold Acrylic
Paint.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Gold Thread: MEC01.

Sewing Needle.

Black/Silver Thread: MEC13.

4cm Length Gold Wire.

Paper Pricking Tool and Mat.

Scissors or Craft Knife.

Double Sided Tape and Mini Fixers.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and Clear Tape.

Card Mount: AP02U-64 Plasma Blue.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Choose a piece of sky paper with lots of clouds
and just a little blue and cut to 8cm x 16cm. Cut a
piece of plasma blue card to 6cm x 16cm then cut 
a waved top, you can cut this freehand or use the 
actual size photo on the next page to trace it if you
prefer. Glue the blue piece over the bottom edge of
the sky to create a panel of about 12cm deep in total. 

As you make the boat, check the position of all the
pieces against the actual size photo, this will help to
ensure everything fits together nicely.

Cut the cocktail sticks to the sizes of those on the
actual size photo, the mast needs to be 8mm longer
so the end fits behind the hull. Paint the sticks using
gold acrylic paint or Rub’N’Buff, a kind of rub in wax.

Trace the ship diagrams including the hole mark-
ings. Transfer the shapes to the relevant coloured
card, excluding the hole marks. The colours shown
are all Stardream colours, except the flag which is cut
from a scrap of red card and the two decorative strips
for the hull are cut from shiny gold card. Cut each 

Gold

Coral

Copper

Quartz

Actual Size
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A

A

B

B

*

B

C

C

FINISHING UP:

Glue the completed boat panel to the back flap 
of the card making sure that it fits into the aperture 
as shown above. I added three birds made from
small, copper, waste sticker pieces. If you only 
have gold pieces, they will look just as good with 
this design.

Cut a piece of Stardream sapphire to the smaller,
dark blue wave shape including about 1cm extra
below to go behind the aperture. Stick this in place
gluing at the ends and lower edge only. 

Run double sided tape around the back of the
aperture and fold the card closed.

item out then lay the traced design back over each
sail and prick the holes through both tracing and sail. 

Place a piece of tracing paper on the photo above
and mark the position of the aperture as shown by
the black line and the position of each dot for the
stitching. Place the tracing with the marked aper-
ture centrally over the background piece and prick
through each dot going through all the layers. 

Use the blue edged dots for attaching the wooden
pieces as follows. Place the mast between the holes
and stitch it in place at the top and bottom using gold
thread, secure the ends on the back with tape. Place
the boom snugly against the mast and stitch in place
at the end. Place the bowsprit in place and stitch at
each end through the pricked holes. 

Next, stitch on the two rigging lines highlighted in
red as these go behind the sails and hull. Put a little
double sided tape on the back of all the sails then run
10cm lengths of thread through the single hole on
each sail, fastening the end at the back with tape. 

Stick the sails in place, positioning them carefully.
Bring the ends of the threads from the two triangular
sails across as shown and through the hole marked
with an asterisk. Take the thread from the coral sail
into the top hole for the boom, back out of the lower
hole, and across to the pricked hole behind the hull.
Add the gold bowsprit line.

Lay a short length of gold wire along the top of the
coral sail and work the gold stitching on that edge,
adding the rigging lines across to the mast as you go.
Continue stitching the side of the sail but this time
using black/silver thread. 

Actual Size

Work the black/silver stitching on the boom and
bowsprit. Add the shiny gold card stripe to the hull,
then the end gold piece. Run four sticker border lines
along the hull as shown then fix in place on the back-
ground using mini fixers.

Cut a short length of double sided tape that will
fit behind the last piece of shiny gold card without
showing. Stick the piece of tape to the wide gold
stripe where the rigging crosses the front of the hull
and peel off the top backing paper. Add the rigging
lines coming down from the top of the mast and over
the hull, laying them onto the tape strip. Work a single
line from A and C ending where shown, and two lines
from B ending in the two places shown.

Trim the ends of the rigging lines to the tape. Press
the gold cover piece into place over the gold stripe
to hide the ends of the rigging. Glue the red flag into
place at the top of the mast. 



A Pirate’s Life
By Carol Harvey
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Blue Marlmarque Paper: MA008P.

Scrap of White Card.

Clear Polyester: PET01.

Sandylion Water Paper: SCR113.

Sandylion Stickers: SBS358 Pirates 2.

Gold Label Stickers: XL330U-02 Wavy Borders
and XL037U-03 Wording.

Scissors or Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Double Sided Tape.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: SF01U-43 Linen White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

8mm

8mm

These quick and easy cards use Sandylion pirate
stickers for the main elements of the designs. They
are great fun to make or receive as the boat will bob
up and down on the waves.

Cover the top of the card with blue Marlmarque
paper and the lower half with the water paper.

Place the ship sticker onto clear polyester and cut
around the outside of the sticker. Begin the cutting at
the underside of the red flag on the left as it is very
hard to cut nicely later when there is no spare poly-
ester to hold on to, and just cut around the outside of
all the rigging leaving the clear background in place.

Take a piece of white card 15mm x 20mm and
score two lines, 8mm in from each edge as shown

below. Bend the card
along the lines to
make a little zig-zag
tab as shown. 

Use a small piece
of double sided tape
to fix one face of the
tab to the back of
the large centre sail. 

Stick the other end of the tab to the card mount
using a piece of double sided tape and positioning
the ship about 6cm from the bottom edge. Gently
push down on the back of the ship, let go and it will
spring back up as though bobbing on the waves. You
can make a little tab covered with wave paper to
move the ship up and down if you prefer, just stick
the end of the tab behind the back of the boat.

Cut a piece of the water paper to fit the bottom of
the card making it about 8cm deep then cut a gentle
wave along the top edge. Attach this to the card over
the bottom of the boat, sticking at the sides and bot-
tom edges but leaving the top edge open.

Decorate the top of the wave with the silver sticker
border then add a couple more silver borders below,

roughly following the waves on the paper. Add
the greeting to the top corner.

Far Left: This cracked parchment card (DSF10P-171)
makes a great background for pirate designs and is the
perfect way to use up some of the spare piratey bits on
the sticker sheet. I have left the backing on the flag part
of the sticker and left it raised from the card. I used sticky
fixers under the map and under the base of the hook to
raise them off the background.



Spaced Out
By Barbara Parker
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Space Theme Creative Papers:
SR051P, SR047P x 2 and SR048P x 2.

Space Collage Sheets: 
CS007 and CS008.

Scraps of Card: Shiny Red, Shiny
Black, Silver and Pearl Green.

Holographic Spot Paper: HSP02 Silver.

Scraps of Mulberry Paper: M05A4 Red,
M23A4 Orange and M22A4 Ochre.

Mini Gem Stars: GE03-02 Silver.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Glitter Vinyl: PZL00U-80 Clear Glitter.

Gold Label Stickers: 
XL500U-02 Borderlines, XL563U-03 Letters,
XL432U-02 Rings, XL402U-02 Mosaics,
ZL402U-72 Mosaics, ZL175U-52 Stars,
ZL330U-52 Wavy Borders, ZL403U-57 Numbers,
ZL713U-57 and ZL713U-82 Dots.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: DF06U-29 Dark Blue x 2.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Fold both cards in a ‘z’ style, overlap and glue the
two end panels to make one continuous strip of 5
panels taking care to keep them properly aligned.

Fold the card so the top panel opens on the left
(fold is on the right), this will be the front panel. Cover
all five panels with star creative paper SR048P, trim-
ming neatly to the edge of each panel then decorate
the panels as described below.

Front Panel: Cut out the pink and blue circle bor-
der strips from the border sheet SR047P. Stick a blue
strip to the top edge and pink to the bottom edge of
the front panel and trim. From the remaining pieces,

cut a strip of each colour to fit neatly between the
two borders and stick blue to the left and pink to the
right of the card. Use medium width silver stickers
to decorate the outer edge of the front panel. 

Use a knife and ruler to cut out the square panel
with the earth and moon on it from CS007. Cut the
stars away from the earth and moon then glue onto
the front panel inside the borders, the moon top left
and the earth bottom right.

Trace the shape of the rocket and the black tail
from the diagram. Transfer the whole rocket (except
the black tail) onto green card then use the same
tracing to transfer the nose cone onto red, the body
onto silver and the tail onto black. 

Cut out all the shapes and glue the silver body and
red nose onto the green base layer. Use the medium
silver border stickers to outline the body and wings.
Cut a strip of clear glitter vinyl to 5mm wide, use the
blue line on the diagram to shape the top to match
the curve on the nose and cut to length to fit inside
the borderlines. Stick the strip in place and add a 
silver borderline at each side. Add 5 rings from the
snooker sheet spaced evenly along the strip.

Using the diagram to guide you, make the flare for
the rocket with three colours of mulberry paper, use
ochre at the back, red in the middle and orange at 

This impressive card is five panels
long, and great fun to make. However, if
you wanted to make something a bit less
complicated each panel would make a
card in its own right, either way it’s sure
to be loved by your little astronaut.
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the front. Use a fine paintbrush to dampen each
shape onto the mulberry paper and then carefully pull
away the excess. Layer them largest to smallest with
a tiny dab of glue at the neck to keep them together. 

Add the flare to the tail end of the rocket before
covering with the black tailpiece. Stick the rocket into
place on the front of the card. Use the black sticker
letters to spell out happy birthday on the square,
holographic mosaic stickers then add these around
the edge of the moon and the earth.

Place a 5mm silver star in each of the rings of the
border and, to add a little extra sparkle, stick tiny
gem stars randomly over the background. 

Panel 2: Cut a white star strip from SR047P and
use this to edge the panel in the same way as the
first panel edges. Cut the blue rocket strip from
the same sheet and cut to fit diagonally from bottom
right to top left inside the border. To avoid gaps,
exact size trimming is essential, so lay it in place and
mark carefully before cutting.

Cut the liftoff panel from the space words sheet
and cover with a piece of clear glitter vinyl. Stick the
panel to a 35mm x 60mm piece of red card and add
a wavy silver border. Stick onto the card just inside
the border at the bottom left. 

Cut out one of each of the brown, green and white
planets and an earth from the collage sheet. Roughly
cut the large brown planet from the border strip on
SR047P, cover with glitter vinyl then neatly cut the
planet out. Place the planets on the panel as shown
in the picture below, the small brown planet and earth
have a bit cut off so they fit flush against the borders. 

A row of four tiny, blue glitter sticker dots along the
rocket body completes this panel.

Actual Size

Panel 3: Edge the 
panel with the pink star 
trails border strip in the 
same way as before.

Keeping the full width 
of the outer gridline, cut 
four panels from the grid 
sheet, each 4 squares x 
4 squares. Now cut each 
panel into two as shown, 
keeping the full width of the gridline on the larger
piece and discarding the smaller piece. Glue one
panel into each corner just inside the border.
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Cut a square star frame from CS008 and cut away
the centre, cut the square with the brown and yellow
planet from CS007. Mount the planet square behind
the frame opening. 

Add a silver “L” shape from the mosaic sheet into
each corner of the outer frame and cut wide silver
borders to fit neatly between them along the outer
edge. Add a medium clear glitter dot to each corner. 

Edge the inside of the frame with a medium silver
sticker line, add two small clear dots in each corner,
one on the sticker line and one just inside the frame
as shown. Glue this panel diagonally into the centre
of the card panel.

Place a 3mm clear dot on each line junction on the
grid paper along the outer edge. Place a tiny dot on
all the other junctions on the grid including the inside,
stepped edges.

Panel 4: Outline the panel as before using the blue
star border cut from the SR047P border sheet. Cut
the 23mm wide white star strip from the same sheet.
Carefully cut this to length, shaping the ends to fit 
diagonally across the panel from bottom left to top
right and stick in place.

Cut out the following items from the collage sheet
CS007: a red rocket, a blue rocket, a satellite, a white
planet, a brown planet, the small UFO type space
ship and the earth from the happy birthday panel. 

You will also need to roughly cut out the green
planet from SR047P then cover it with glitter vinyl
and cut out neatly as before. See the picture below
for the placement of these items and note that the
white and brown planets need to be stuck in place
before the large planets as they overlap them.

Add a narrow silver sticker line around the solar 
arrays on the satellite. Add 3 small clear dots to the
red rocket and 3 blue dots to the blue rocket. Add a
row of tiny clear dots around the spaceship rim.

Carefully cut out 5 of the holographic spots from
the sheet of spot paper and stick these evenly
along the diagonal strip. Peel and stick a blue glitter
number onto each spot, number 1 at the top going
down to 5 at the bottom. 

Panel 5: Edge the panel as before, this time using
the narrow white star trails border from SR047P. Cut
the very wide white star border strip from the same
sheet and cut to length to fit neatly inside the borders
on the card panel. Stick in place along the lower
edge just inside the narrow star borders.

Cut out one of the oblong star frames from CS008
and cut away the centre of the frame. Cut out the 
‘little star’ wording panel keeping a bit of the blue
background around it, glue the star frame over the
wording panel to make one piece.

Stick the little star wording into place on the top
half of panel 5 placing it centrally from side to side
with the lower edge just 6mm above the top of the
wide star border below it. 

Add holographic mosaic shapes to create two
broken borders around the panel as shown in the pic-
ture below. You should have some spare bits of the
narrow white star border left over, cut two little strips
to fit diagonally across the top corners as shown. 

Finish the card by adding a sticker star into the
centre of each of the larger stars on the wide border
strip already on the panel. I hope you enjoy making
this card as much as I did.



Fishing With Dad
By Kathleen Wellavise
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Creative Paper: SR020P Abstract Colour.

Black Paper: CRE05P.

Scraps of Red and Dark Grey Card.

Gold Label Stickers: 
ZL625U-53 Glitter Wording and 
XL500U-03 Mixed Borderlines.

Pale Glitter Glue.

Tracedown Paper: TDW02 or Carbon Paper.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Cutting Dies: Grass and Small Tree (optional).

Small Scissors or Craft Knife.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: SF01U-30 White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cover the card front with the abstract paper,
positioning so there is a patch of the greeny colour 
in the bottom right corner extending up to a little
above halfway.

Trace the various items from the diagram and use
the tracedown paper to transfer them to the black,
red or grey paper respectively. Cut the long, grey
horizon strip by hand so it is not perfectly straight. 

You will need to cut out three geese, two small
trees and three patches of grass. I used a die I had in
my collection for the patches of grass and the small
trees, if you have a similar die or punch you could
use this or trace them from the diagram. 

Lay out the cut items on the card before gluing into
place. Start with the top hills (you can measure up
from the bottom of the actual size card on the next
page for placement), add a little glue along the bot-
tom but leave the top in order to allow the trees and
sun to be tucked in. Glue the three trees and sun into
place then add the grey strip overlapping the base of
the black hills. Add the geese to the sky.

Stick the lower hill in place, gluing along the bot-
tom and leaving the top as before. Tuck the lower
edge of the grasses under the hills, tipping them to
different angles and crossing the middle one over the

right hand one. Add the large tree in front of the hills
so it is in the foreground.

Glue the grey patch to the side of the boat to give
it some gentle shaping. Glue the reflection partially
under the boat, use the photo on the next page to
guide you for positioning then glue the complete boat
into place. 

The fishing rods are made from black sticker lines.
Peel and stick a medium line from the dad’s hand,
taking it across at an angle, almost up to the horizon
as shown. Use a 45mm length of narrow line straight
down from the end of the rod. Add a 20mm horizontal
narrow line from the right side of the boat with a
slightly angled 20mm line below to complete the rod. 

Peel and stick the wording stickers to the left side
of the water as shown. 

Using glitter glue highlight the various edges of the
silhouettes, the ends of the fishing lines where they
enter the water and under the boat, to look like rip-
ples reflected in the water from the setting sun. Use
the photos above and on the next page for guidance.
If you can’t find a pale glitter glue for this, try using
Tulip glitter rose quartz (FP41) or champagne (FP43)
applied with a fine brush.

Going fishing with dad is an experience that many
of us will have enjoyed as children. This lovely card
is great for a dad or equally suitable for a child.
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Actual Size

Actual Size



Shimmering Shirts
By Christine Robinson
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Spirograph Sheets: 
SPG04C Mink Card and SPG02P Ivory Paper.

Gold Ferro Paper: F01A4.

Cream/Brown Creative Paper: SR078P.

Scrap of Gold Card.

Clear Polyester: PET01.

Gold Label Stickers: 
ZL693U-81 and -58 Shirts, ZL714U-58 Wide Lines,
ZL604U-58 Lettering, XL670U-01 With Love,
XL649U-01 Rope Borders and XL693U-01 Shirts.

Gold Bow: BOW02-13.

Embossing Tool.

Clear Bag: PPB04 (or any size).

Pencil, Ruler and Craft Knife.

UHU All Purpose Adhesive: ADH01. 

Clear Tape, Sticky Fixers and Mini Fixers.

Card Mount: SF10U-44 Linen Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Cover the front of the card with cream/brown cre-
ative paper then cut a strip of mink card to 25mm
wide and stick along the front of the card next to the
fold. Add a wide glitter border to cover the edge of
the mink and trim the ends of the sticker and mink
card to the edges of the card mount.

Cut two oblongs of Spirograph card to 48mm x
58mm for the box and lid. Use an embossing tool to
indent a line 6mm in from each edge, going right to
the ends of the card and allowing the lines to cross

over where they meet. Snip into each side just to the
line as shown in the diagram, below left.

Fold the pieces along all the lines, dab a little UHU
onto each of the corner tabs, tuck them in behind
the long edges to make the box and lid and hold for
a moment until the glue is dry.

Glue the box onto the card front at an angle as
shown on the photo, about half way up the card and
with the top corner almost touching the side border.
Leave the lid aside for later.

Cut a piece of gold Ferro paper to 6 x 7cm. Dab
a little glue inside the base of the box and gently
press the gold paper into the box, pressing lightly
around the edge for a crinkled effect.

Stick a clear glitter shirt onto the ivory paper and
cut it out. Cut a 2cm strip from the clear bag and,
bending the shirt slightly, wrap the strip around the
shirt and secure the ends together with a piece of
clear tape. This gives a lovely 3D effect and the clear
bag will not show on the front at all. 

While the sticker is still on its backing, use a craft
knife to cut across the stripes on the plain gold tie.

Actual Size
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VARIATIONS:

Above: The colours in this design are suitable for a young man,
maybe a son or grandson but would also suit a stylish grandad.
The elements are much the same but the layout is different, with
creative paper used at the top and bottom to border the card.

Left: This cascade card uses the same glitter stickers in black and
clear but without the little box. The card is covered with two cre-
ative papers, blue texture (SR073P) and blue tartan (SR090P). 

Stick the striped collar and tie piece
from the burgundy glitter sheet onto a
piece of clear polyester and infill with
stripes cut from the gold tie. Cut the 
excess polyester from around the collar
and tie and mount it in place on the
shirt using mini fixers.

Place a sticky fixer onto the back of
the strip of clear bag at the back of the
shirt, peel the backing and stick the
shirt into the box on the card.

Decorate the lid you made earlier by
adding rope border string crossing over
at the centre. Stick a gold bow onto the

centre of the lid. Stick the lid onto the card so the left side just
touches on top of the base, this is done by adding a stack of
sticky fixers under the right hand side to fix it to the card, I had to
use a stack of five fixers. 

Cut two small tags, one from mink card and one from gold, and
stick a wide border strip at the end of each. Add the wording and a
sticker dot to represent a brad where the hole would usually be
on the mink tag. Use mini fixers at the wide end of each tag and
glue the tops onto the card arranging them as shown.

Stick the Fathers Day wording onto a piece of gold card then cut
around to make a panel. Stick the panel onto a piece of mink card
and cut around to leave a narrow border. Mount onto the top right
of the card using sticky fixers. 

Cut a watch face from the plain gold sheet and stick it onto a
burgundy watch. Place a mini fixer behind the watch face and stick
onto the card in the space left at the right. Peel the cufflinks from
the sticker sheet, add a tiny piece of fixer pad behind each and
stick onto the card close to the watch to finish. 

These designs would get squashed in the post, so send or give
them in a box lined with tissue paper for someone special.



Alison Barrow
Designer Profile
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lunch hour or at a friend’s house.
Although it was quite stressful 
at the time (including creeping 
downstairs at 3am one morning 
to hide things in my car!) I really 
enjoyed it.

I have been designing 
greetings cards for about 3 
years now, although I have 
always been interested in 
craft and making things. As 
a child I learnt to sew, knit, 
crochet, etc. and tried many 
different handicrafts, such 
as toy making, patchwork, 
embroidery and tapestry.

Since then I have had 
various creative hobbies 
and Mum started to make 
découpage greetings cards so we went to a couple
of card making classes. Having learnt some different 
techniques and purchased a few rubber stamps, etc. 
I occasionally made cards for friends and family 
and also made some to sell to raise money for the 

local hospice.

The turning point came 
in 2005 when I wanted to 
have a surprise party for 
Mum’s 70th birthday. My 
idea was to have a craft 
theme but I couldn’t find 
anyone prepared to teach 
a group of twelve, with 
varying abilities, aged 7 
to 79, so I decided I would have a go myself.

I made up some card designs using peel
off stickers, Tea Bag folding and Iris folding
and purchased the materials. As mum and I

live in the same house, it was
a real challenge to keep every-
thing secret. I work full time in
an accounts office and did a lot
of the preparation, cutting up of
papers, etc., at work during my
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enjoy the teaching and putting the ideas
together and it’s lovely to see everyone go
home happy at the end of the day, having
learnt a new skill or achieved something
that they thought they wouldn‘t be able to
do at the start.

Mum has been subscribing to the Craft
Creations magazine for some years but 
in December 2005 she paid for my first 
subscription as part of my Christmas 
present and I was hooked. Card making
has become a hobby and, when I started, I
never imagined that I would have my cards 
accepted for articles. The designs can be
so varied, which I really like, and it means
I am able to use the various skills I have 

Mum had a lovely day to remem-
ber and it was a great success. 
Following the party, some of our 
friends began making cards at 
home and those living locally 
asked if I would do it again. 
The group has now grown 
and fifteen of us get to-
gether a couple of times a 
year for a card-making day 
at the local church. I really 
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learnt over the years. I have even used the macramé
knots, which I remember learning many years ago at
a children’s summer school.

My other hobby is line-dancing which I have been
doing for over 10 years. One of my friends (who I
met through dancing) and I have occasionally chal-
lenged each other to ‘see how many designs you can
make with a peel off’ or ‘see what you can make with
that sheet of paper’ and it is interesting to see what
ideas we both come up with. I don’t think I have a
particular style, although my card designs have 
become more involved and now usually take longer
to make than I anticipate at the start. 

I try not to read lots of craft magazines so that the
ideas are my own and I find the various new craft
products on the market usually inspire me. Someone
once asked me ‘How do you know what the finished
card will look like?’ The answer is, most of the time I
don’t. I start off with an idea that may work or may

not and if something
doesn’t work the first
time, it can usually be

adapted in some way. So the cards often just evolve
as they are made and sometimes look very different
from my initial thoughts. I would encourage anyone
to have a go at making their own designs. If an idea
doesn’t work, all you have lost is some time and a
few pieces of paper.

For friends and family, I like the cards I make to
have a personal touch so I add my ‘logo’ to the back.
This is a small rubber stamped bee, with the words
‘made by hand by A.B.’. I have three goddaughters,

aged one, eleven and twenty-six
and I like to make special cards for 
them. For my middle goddaughter’s
last birthday I made a booklet card,
using pictures and stickers of her
favourite animals including horses
and rabbits.

Apparently, before I was old
enough to go to nursery school, I
would sit for hours cutting up a mail
order catalogue with a pair of plastic
scissors, while listening to the same
Disney LP over and over again. So
you could say that although my
skills have improved and the music
is now more varied and on a CD, 
nothing much has changed! I could
now quite happily spend all day 
card making and not notice the 
time. If only there were more hours 
in the day...



Heart To Heart
By Jane Hennis
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Green Card.

Gold Label Stickers: XL307U-02 Dad
and XL633U-02 Borderlines.

Tracedown Paper: TDW02.

Tracing Paper, Pencil and Ruler.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Masking or Low Tack Tape.

Spray Mount and Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: SF01U-35 Black.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Actual Size

Cut two 16cm x 1cm strips of green card, cover
the backs with double sided tape and stick onto the
front of the card about 1cm in from each end. Run a
silver sticker line down each side of both strips and
trim all the ends to the card edges.

These dark colours suit cards for men, but the de-
sign is great for ladies too as this lilac version shows.
The purple heart is traced from the outer line on the
diagram. It’s cut out and stuck onto the card and 
the white heart is mounted over it using mini fixers.

The easiest way to get a paper copy of the design
is to scan the diagram into your computer, then print
it out onto white paper. Lightly stick the design to the
green card and cut through both layers. Alternatively,
print directly onto a heavy weight green paper then
simply cut out the design and it’s ready to use.

Otherwise, place the green card under the page
with the tracedown paper sandwiched between the
card and the page. Place the tracing paper on top of
the diagram and trace over the lines to transfer.

Note: When cutting out the design,
it is easier to cut away the more fiddly
bits with the centre heart in place.

Spray the adhesive onto the back of
the heart and stick it onto the card just
a little above the centre then add the
greeting below and inside the heart.



Sudoku Birthday
By Cynthia & Wendy
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

16 Count Aida Fabric: 
AF16103 Ecru (similar colour).

Stranded DMC Cotton:
3776 Deep Salmon & 919 Dark Orange.

Shiny Gold Paper.

Gold Label Stickers: XL427U-01 Birthday.

Embroidery Needle and Scissors.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Double Sided Tape.

Card Mount: SF06U-44 Linen Cream.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

The design area for the main (cream) card is 58 x
58 squares in total, plus 5 spare at each edge for the
fabric border around the design. Work on a 13cm
piece of 16 count fabric and trim the edges later.

Note: Although they look square, all the shapes in
the grid are slightly taller than they are wide, making
them oblongs. The large oblongs are 17 x 20 squares,
these are divided by the backstitch into smaller 5 x
6 square sections. 

Find the centre of the fabric and, placing it in the
position shown on the chart, work the large middle
oblong in cross stitch using two strands of the deep
salmon thread. Working out from the centre add the
other 8 large oblongs as shown.

Spacing them as shown, add the 4 cross stitch
squares (yes, they are square) at the side, these will
show the difficulty level when the stars are added.

Using backstitch and one strand of deep salmon,
divide the large oblongs into smaller oblongs of 5 by 

We have been making cards for local charities for
years. At the last couple of coffee mornings, we were
asked for ‘something different’ and suitable for men,
so we put our thinking caps on!

With my love for Cross stitch and Wendy’s for 
Sudoku, we came up with these puzzle cards. The
stitching was easy, making up the puzzles was 
the difficult bit as copying from Sudoku books is 
not permitted.

We hope you like our idea and enjoy making the
cards; Cynthia Ashley & Wendy Steggel.
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6 squares. These are best worked
across the full width and length of
the design going under the cross
stitch lines as you come to them.

Change to a single strand of dark
orange for the remainder of the work.
Use long straight stitches to fill in the
2 stars on the difficulty level squares
then finish by stitching the numbers
into the grid.

Cut the fabric to exactly 5 squares
larger than the design all around then
pull off the thread from the outer 2 of
these squares on each side to give a
frayed finish. 

Use double sided tape to stick the
fabric onto a piece of gold paper and
trim the paper to leave a 3mm gold
border showing all around.

Stick the panel onto the card and
add the birthday wording below.

There are different ways of enab-
ling the recipient to complete the
puzzle. The easiest way is to draw
the same puzzle out onto a piece of
paper and enclose it with the card or
print it directly onto the insert. In

either case it can simply be filled
in with a pen on the paper copy. 

If you are giving it to some-
one who enjoys doing cross
stitch, why not leave the stitch-
ing very lightly attached so they
can work it out on the paper
grid then stitch the answers in
themselves?

Another idea is to enclose a
sheet of Gold Label stickers
(XL562U-01 is perfect) so the
recipient can simply stick the
answers in place on the design
as they work it out.

If you prefer not to show the
difficulty level, the design (our
blue, white and red version)
without the extra squares fits
nicely onto an SF03U card. With
this colour scheme a silver
wording sticker looks best.

The mauve card above offers
an alternative grid, it’s a bit
harder as none of the centre
numbers are filled in, so it is
suitable for someone who
is even better at working out
Sudoku puzzles.



Top Trainers
By Anita Easton
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

3mm Wide Black Ribbon.

Red Eyelets: EYE037.

Eyelet Punch and Setter.

Gold Label Stickers:
XL500U-02 Borders and ZL549U-53 Wording.

Black Paper and Red Embossed Paper.

Flat Red Cord and Round Black Cord.

Victorian Shaped Scissors: SCI19.

Tracing Paper and Pencil.

Craft Knife or Scissors.

Double Sided Tape: ADH13.

UHU General Purpose Adhesive: ADH01.

Sticky Fixers: ADH18.

Card Mount: SF08U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

Begin by decorating the card mount with stripes.
Make the black stripes by running a line of 6mm 
double sided tape along the edge of a piece of black
paper then trim the paper to the width of the tape.
Use a pencil to lightly mark the position of the lines
onto the card front. Make a mark 8mm in from the left

side edge and another 6mm in from the right edge.
Measure 15mm in from the first mark. Draw a light
pencil line at that point, continue along the width of
the card marking lines at 15mm intervals.

Fold the card and stick a black strip vertically down
the card over the first marked line, with the centre of
the strip along the line. Miss a line then add another
black strip onto the next, and every other one in the
same way. Peel and stick silver borders onto the re-
maining lines then trim all the ends neatly to the
edges of the card.

Trace all the parts of the trainer from the diagram
marking the black cord lines for the heel and toe
pieces (ignore the red cord lines). The bottom of
the sole is marked deeper than it needs to be, with
a white line to show about where to cut with the
shaped scissors.

My embossed red paper was picked up from a
craft shop, you may have something similar. Alterna-
tively you could use an embossing system to add a
pattern to a plainer paper. You can get a similar effect
to the toe and heel pattern by using an embossing
pen and clear embossing powder.

For the tongue, fold a piece of red paper, place the
tracing over the paper with the marked line along
the fold and retrace to indent the paper. Transfer
all the other pieces to the relevant colour paper by
retracing over the lines then cut them out.

These cards can easily be
turned into very ‘personal trainers’
using any paper, cord or ribbons
you may have in the recipients
favourite colours. Make them more
feminine by using pastel colours
and pretty patterns in the design.
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VARIATIONS:

The Nephew card uses the same design but with-
out the contrast heel. I have used foam sheet for the
sole and heel cushion on this one.

These lovely girly trainers (bottom of previous page
and above right) use pre-printed papers which I’ve
combined with a few pretty bits like sequins, shaped

Fold Line

brads, ric-rac braid and ribbons. Dress them up as
much as you like.

Bronze Lizard embossed paper (LZ08A4) looks
great but lends itself to a more formal style, so I tried
a more traditional shoe shape here. Other colours in
the range of Lizard paper will work equally well. 

Actual Size

Cut a toe and heel pattern using 
the black cord lines marked on the 
tracing for size, add them to the shoe 
and use the round cord to edge 
them. 

Punch 4 holes along the top of the 
shoe, hold the folded tongue in place 
behind the shoe and mark onto it 
through the holes. Use the eyelet 
punch to make holes on the marks, 
through both layers of paper. Add
the eyelets to the shoe then glue the 
tongue in place lining up the holes. 

Add the sole overlapping the main 
red piece to just along the bottom of the red cord
lines shown on the diagram then add the top black
piece. Use the flat ribbon to lace up the shoe leaving
about 9cm beyond the hole. 

Stick the wording onto red card and cut around to
leave a narrow border, repeat with black then red
card again to make a little panel. Mount the trainer
and wording panel onto the card using sticky fixers.



Tea Bag Treasures
By Mary Nicholls
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Mini Picture Paper: MP039 Cars.

Creative Borders: CB027P Cars.

Ferro Paper: F01A4 Gold.

Mirri Paper: MIR08P Blue.

Gold Label Stickers: ZL507U-54 Cars, ZL633U-54
Borders and XL705U-01 Wording.

Round Gem: GEM13 Blue.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Stainless Steel Ruler and Pencil.

UHU Glue Stick and Mini Fixers.

Card Mount: SF06U-35 Black.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

1

2

2a

3

3a

If you are new to tea bag folding, take a look at my
tips for cutting out the squares, as getting this bit
right is the key to perfect results.

Cut the paper into squares using the cutting guides
to help keep them perfectly square. Fold eight of the
large squares for this design as follows.

I just love tea bag folding and these mini pic sheets
with large background panels look great, especially
when used with the matching style creative borders.

1. Place the square face
down and fold then unfold
in half in both directions.
Place the square face up
and fold and unfold diagon-
ally in both directions.
2. Place the square diagon-
ally as shown. Lift the bot-
tom point and at the same
time push the two sides in
(2a) allowing them to crease
along the fold lines.

3. Bring the top layer across
to the centre from each side
and crease, to make the
shape at 3a.
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VARIATIONS:

Both of the other cards are made in exactly the
same way. The one on the previous page is perfect
for a Valentine or birthday card. The extra items used
are MP036, CB034P, XL718U-01 and ZL717U-54.

The card on the left is light and pretty, just perfect
for a summer birthday. The mini picture paper used is
the bows and curls design. The codes for the extra
items are MP034, CB033P and XL705U-01.

TEA BAG PAPER CUTTING TIPS:

Glue the large decorative square from the sheet
onto the gold Ferro paper and cut around to leave
a 2mm border all around. Stick this onto blue Mirri
paper and cut around leaving a 2mm border. Stick
the folded design centrally onto this panel.

Cut diagonally across the front panel of the card
mount from the top left to bottom right corners. Peel
and stick a red glitter border along the cut edge then
add the panel aligning it centrally along the cut line. 

Peel and stick the green car wording border onto
the top and right hand edges of the back panel then
fold the card closed and decorate around the panel
with car stickers and wording. I used mini fixers for
the cars to lift them off the card background.

Cutting Mark

Cutting Marks

Divide
4 4a

5

4. Undo the top folds and re-fold in reverse, i.e. tuck them under
the centre piece instead of over it making the finished shape
shown at 4a.
5. After folding all eight 
squares, place one shape 
upright and tuck the side of 
another shape in between 
the folded front and the 
back as shown. Continue 
tucking the shapes in to 
make a complete circle 
gluing them into place as 
you go. Tuck the back of 
the last shape under the 
front of the first as well.

For best results with tea bag folding, always make
sure you cut the designs out absolutely square. To
help you with this the Mini Picture sheets have little
black cutting marks along-
side each image.

Always place the paper on
a cutting mat and use a ruler,
a stainless steel one is best,
not only because it has nice
hard edges, but also the
extra weight helps to keep it
in place and avoid slipping.

Divide the mini picture
sheet into two by cutting be-
tween the two sizes, leaving
about half of the white paper
on each piece. The key now
is to keep the half sheet in one piece, so the cutting
marks remain attached until all the cuts are complete.

Place either piece squarely on the cutting mat and
lay the ruler against the cutting marks. Position it 
accurately so that half the width of the black guide is
showing. Hold the ruler firmly, spreading your fingers
along it as far as possible to prevent the paper from
moving as you cut. 

Cut along the ruler starting 2mm in from the top
and finishing 2mm from the bottom so the strip re-
mains attached.

Work across the sheet cutting in the same way.
Take care not to cut through the centre of the large

panel as you cut
the smaller squares.

Turn the cutting
mat with the work
still in place to cut
the sheet in the
other direction. 

As you cut along,
the squares will
come out leaving
the outer frame in
place to guide you
right up to the very
last cut.

Outer
Frame



Fabric Patches
By Jenny Kearley
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Printed Patchwork Panel 
(see article for codes and details).

Wadding.

Any Non-Stretch Backing Fabric.

Needle and Thread to suit Panel.

Embroidery Hoop.

Double Sided Tape or P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount to suit.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS:

We dealt with the basic stitching of this type of de-
sign in Issue 51 and so will only briefly cover it here.
Place the backing fabric in the embroidery hoop, this
can be any fabric that is not too thick and does not
stretch, old pillowcases, sheets or shirts are ideal.

Cut a piece of wadding to the size of the panel,
lightly tack or pin the wadding and picture to the
backing and make small backstitches around the 

This collection of patchwork fabrics are perfect
for cardmaking and, as you can see, there are lots
of interesting ways to use them without the finished
results looking too similar.

1

2

3

Each themed set of panels comes in a mixed pack
of 12 squares, with be-
tween 6 and 10 different 
designs depending on the 
set, so you will get a few 
repeat designs in each 
pack. On the right is an 
example of the green golf 
set, PQ008.
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MAKING UP & MOUNTING:

main elements of the picture. Before mount-
ing, make a line of stitching outside the pic-
ture area to keep the layers together nicely.

4

6

7

5

Speed Designs: 
PQ002 Black or PQ007 
Cream/Green.
4. The blue bike panel is stitched using black thread
and, although I only intended to stitch around the
outer edge, the more I stitched the more I liked it, so 
I have done nearly all of the design, and stitched 
outside the blue border. It’s mounted in a double fold
card (DF01U) with a hand cut aperture measuring
82mm square on the right for the main bike design.
Mount the picture then fold and glue the end flap be-
hind the centre panel. Cut the smaller 60mm square
aperture through both panels, the bike is stuck onto 
a piece of card to fit the chequered border then
mounted on the inside back panel. I used red border
stickers around the small design on the back panel
and white borders around the two apertures. The
wording strips are red and black card with white
sticker wording with a white sticker line under each 
to fit in with the colour scheme on the fabric.

5. The white bike card (AP58U) is padded and stitch-
ed as usual and then stitched outside the chequered
border. Cut straight down from the front forks and
across the bottom of the tyre leaving about 5mm
extra fabric, fold the excess fabric around the tyre 

Golf Designs: 
PQ003 Blue or PQ008 Green. 
1. To give the design an extra padded look, 
the golfer is padded and stitched in the 
usual way then the backing and wadding 
is cut away near the stitching. The design 
is then placed over a new pad of wadding 
and fabric then stitched just along the inner 
frame line which is then covered with a strip 
of green ribbon. The tartan edges are folded 
over and stitched. The whole panel is moun-
ted on a large frame (PK482) and onto 
an SF01U card. Small frames from 
the same pack with clear polyester 
windows are used for the DAD lettering.

2. The blue square is stretched over a 
panel cut from greyboard with wadding 
but no stitching. Once mounted, make 
a hole through the panel and stitch a 
bead over the golf ball, fixing it firmly 
on the back. It is mounted on a single 
fold card (SF06U) over a slip frame 
(FM06U-44) with sticker borders and 
creative paper used for the wording. 

3. The lady golfer, is padded and stitch-
ed before being mounted over grey-
board then stuck to a white panel. One 
side of the gatefold card (GF31U) is 
covered with creative paper, a strip of 
the contrasting paper trims the edge of the other 
panel and peel off stickers add the finishing touch.
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behind it and stitch it firmly. When you stick the panel
into the aperture, bring the tyre to the front of the
card. The curved tyre track is made from black, nar-
row sticker borders.

6. For the racing car, use the full panel cutting it close
to the adjoining pictures to leave as much cream 
fabric on as possible. The car is stitched in black
thread, around the outside of the blue border in blue
thread and the outside of the red border in red. Trim
the wadding to the size of the red border, then add
another row of tacking near the outer edge to keep
the layers together. Mounted into an AP53U card.

7. The boat is stitched in black around the sails and
around the hull and blue around the two blue borders.
I have cut silver wire to the length of the mast and
have stitched it into place on the printed mast using
white thread. This is mounted behind a slip frame
(FM06U-43) and then into an AP53U aperture card.

Vintage Transport Designs: 
PQ004 Blue/Brown. 
8 & 9. The train (AP53U) and the plane (AP04U) are
stitched in the usual way. I used green for the plane,
but the train was more difficult as I couldn’t find a
colour that looked just right, I went for invisible thread
in the end which worked very well. To add a bit of a
highlight, I used a thick gold thread over the boiler
and it is held in place with black thread where it joins
on the print. Both of them are mounted behind slip
frames (FM06U-44) before mounting into the cards. 
I have made a simple railway lantern from card and
holographic paper for the train design.

Pansy Designs: 
PQ005 Cream/Mauve. 
10. These pretty pansy panels have both been stitch-
ed using coloured sewing thread to suit the colour 
of the image (from my machine embroidery set, a 

8

9
10

11

single strand of embroidery thread would work just 
as well). After stitching the large, single pansy flower,
remove from the hoop and carefully trim the wadding
away, so only the flower is padded then put back in
the hoop to stitch the leaves, this will also help to
keep the two fabric layers together. The pearly insert
frame on this card is from PK482 (a pack of 20 sheets
of mixed die cut frames), the largest frame just hap-
pens to fit the fabric panel nicely. The frame needs to
be stuck into the card carefully as it is a bit close in
size to the card aperture (AP53U).

11. The other pansy design is stretched over a grey-
board panel using thread as you would for mounting
a picture. This design looks nice at an angle so I
made a springfold card to present it on. A couple of 
gold seed 
beads are 
stitched 
into the 
centre 
of each 
flowery.



Sheer Magnetism
By Shelley Glover
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

2 Die-Cut Frames: FRM04.

Self Adhesive Vivelle: 
VIV19A4 Red.

Scraps of White Card.

Red & Silver Heart Offcuts.

Craft Wire: AWR03 Silver and
AWR04 Red.

Heart Punch.

Flat Square Magnets: MGN01.

Clear Polyester Sheet: PET01.

Gold Label Stickers: XL321U-02 Letters, 
XL408U-02 and XL565U-02 Wording.

Craft Knife and Ruler.

Cutting Mat.

Double Sided Tape and Sticky Fixers.

Card Mount: AP02U-45 Hammer White.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

I had such fun making and play-
ing with these magnetic designs
(Magnificent Birthday, issue 50)
that I just had to have another go
with this version for a husband
or boyfriend.

Fold
Over

Fold Over

Cut Out Centre 4 x 8cm

Cut Into Corners

Vivelle - Face Down

Cut
Away

Cut two pieces of clear polyester to 13 x 17cm.
Run strips of double sided tape along all four edges
of one piece making sure you leave no gaps. Peel 
off three of the backing pieces and stick the second
piece on top to make a clear pocket.

Snip some red and silver wire into 2-5mm lengths
and slip them into the pocket. When you have
enough to look good in the window, peel the last
backing piece from the pocket and seal it closed.

Run strips of double sided tape around the back 
of the frame aperture and stick the pocket into place.
Stick the card mount closed in the usual way and
decorate the front with the two big heart offcuts (you
can make your own heart shapes by tracing around
the aperture of an AP11U card) and peel off wording.
Add strips of tape along all four edges of the card
and stick the frame on top so the design shows
through the opening.

Stick the wording and lettering for the front panel
onto white card and cut neatly around. Stick these
strips onto Vivelle and cut around leaving a narrow
border, then do the same again onto white card.
Sticky fix these two panels onto the frame. 

Stick all the magnets on top of
each other to make a stack. Cut an
11mm x 11cm strip of Vivelle, peel the
backing and wrap the strip around
the side edges of the magnet stack
trimming the end as necessary. Add a
25mm square of white card to the top
of the stack and a punched or hand
cut Vivelle heart to finish.

Place stacks of two sticky fixers onto one of the
frames as shown then stick the second frame into
place on top to make a deep frame. 

Cut a piece of red Vivelle to about 2.5cm larger
than the frame all around then cut a 4 x 8cm piece
out of the centre. Place the Vivelle face down, peel
the backing and stick the frame centrally onto it. Cut
away the corners of the Vivelle and snip in to the
inner corners as shown then fold it around the frame
to cover it.



Football Fan
By Catherine Collet-Matringe
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MATERIALS REQUIRED:

Scraps of Black, Yellow and Green Paper.

Gold Label Stickers: XL500U-03 Lines.

Creative Borders: CB008P Multicolour Birthday.

Tracedown Paper: TDW01.

Craft Knife and Cutting Mat.

Stainless Steel Ruler: RUL01.

P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Card Mount: AP59U-49 Hammer Red.

TO MAKE THE CARD:

The card on the left uses a single footballer with
numbers added to his shirt. The design below uses
an SF08U card and has a large footballer in the cen-
tre traced from the diagram below left.

Cut out two 50mm squares of yellow paper and
two of green. Glue the squares behind the apertures
alternating the colours as shown. Fold and glue the
card closed in the usual way. Peel 
and stick two happy birthday bor-
ders across the corners as shown 
and add narrow black sticker 
lines to the border edges 
and around each aperture. 

Trace the four little football figures and footballs
from the diagrams. Place the tracedown paper over
the black paper and retrace all the pieces.

Cut out the figures and their footballs and add one
set into each little square in the card as

shown.
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Above:
Margaret Hinder, 
Essex.
Pretty heart patterned ribbon
tumbles from the card aperture
with a wooden heart and some
stickers to decorate it.

Above: Karen Young, Cheshire. 
The sunflower is a paper napkin. I cut a second image
from the napkin and stuck it to paper before cutting out
and layering it. The centre is lightly glittered.

Above: 
Pat Llewellyn, Oxfordshire. 
I have used one of the Chinese
punt stickers and backed it
with different colours of mul-
berry paper. The sunset effect
is made from shimmer paper.

Right: Mavis Atkin, Nottingham. 
I have used a medallion sticker on acetate to make a
double sided hanging motif. I surrounded the aperture
with small bits of border to look like threaded ribbon.

Below Centre: Shirley Roulston, Gwynedd. 
I have used a rubber stamp to create this layered medal-
lion card and it is coloured and glittered.

Left: Mrs D. Charlton,
Wiltshire.
This is a watercolour
painting of a bullfinch
on a cherry blossom
branch.

Right: Phyllis Skinner,
Somerset. 
The squirrel is from a
piece of patchwork
fabric, I stuck it onto
photomount, cut it out
then peeled the back-
ing and fixed it into
place. I have bordered
it with copper stickers
and repeated this
around the card edge.
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Below: Kathy White, Cornwall. 
I have made a sunset background for the elephant scene
sticker and surrounded the panel with a border sticker.

Above: Gill Edwards, Surrey. 
I mounted a découpage print into an
aperture card after punching out some
jigsaw pieces using a paper punch. I
added the punched out pieces around
the edge and layered a couple of bits 
to give a 3D effect to the picture.

Below: 
Hazel Read, Lancashire. 
Half of the card front is cov-
ered with a double layer of
white mulberry, the spirella
shape is also half covered to
continue the black and white
theme. 

Above:
Sheila Lambourne, Berkshire.
I created this card for a friend whose
daughter was getting married in Barba-
dos. It was a second marriage and the
bride was to be wearing red.

Right: Doreen Ryder, South Yorkshire. 
The items on this card are made using white artists’
paste. I add colour to the paste, then paint and/or glitter
it. The paste is very lightweight and ideal for cards.

Below: Mrs W. Grimm, Middlesex. 
I have rubber stamped leaves on a card, then cut the
card to the shape of the leaves. The inside is stamped
with grass, painted rocks and a sticker butterfly.

Below: Sandra Brown, Surrey.
My background picture is cut
from the garden collage sheet
and the vegetables are made
up from another of the sheets
in the range.
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Right: Pat Yeo, Somerset. 
My elephant is a resin sculpture
I bought, he is mounted over
foam grass and the card is
decorated with stickers.

Right: 
Cynthia Brown, Somerset. 
A feather and wood butterfly
mounted over pearl shimmer
paper with a birthday sticker.

Above: 
Shirley Karoon, Isle of Arran. 
The fan background is cut from
a sheet of wrapping paper as
was the Japanese doll. The
doll is mounted onto black
card and outlined with gold
pen to match the sticker out-
line around the fan panel.

Left: Barbara Burling-Perkins,
Essex. 
I have cut my card to give a
narrow front panel and used
birthday background paper on
the back flap. The three panels
are made from blue and white
card and the motifs are from
the essentials range.

Left:
Catherine Bemrose,
Cleveland.
The design is the waste from 
a sticker which is left on the
backing paper and trimmed to
leave a narrow outline. This is
mounted onto a piece of silver
holographic card which is cut
to shape too. The two backing
panels are cut from creative
paper and trimmed with silver
sticker lines.

Below: Iris Heighway, Northants. 
This is a pinhole embroidered
strawberry design stitched in
metallic thread and beads.

Above Right: Ginny Adams, Bristol. 
I have cut the card to give a narrow front then decorated the

edges with black and silver
stickers. The small butterflies
are punched from paper and
the large butterfly is hand cut
and decorated with waste bits
of stickers.
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Left: 
Margaret Hogg, Tyne & Wear.
This cascade card is made
using découpage prints and
the edges of the card are dec-
orated with stickers.

Right:
Anne-Marie Dale,
Birmingham.
A baby ted découpage
mounted over a graduated
paper background which 
is highlighted with silver
Mirri card.

Above:
Sue Walters,
Worcestershire.
The roses are stencilled
using metallic gel pens
worked over bands of 
different coloured back-
ground papers. The panel
is bordered with stickers
as is the edge of the small
flap.

Above:
Julie Banks,
Lincolnshire.
This card is made using a vari-
ety of delicate pink shades 
of paper and border stickers.
The inside is decorated in a
similar way. To keep it standing
upright, I used a raised strip
along the third panel to stop it
from slipping.

Above: 
Sue Cuthbert, Suffolk.
I buy cheap packs of mixed
stamps from charity shops
which I often use on cards. 
The colour of the background
paper matches so nicely to 
the stamp background and 
the angel hair tones well too.

Below: 
Joyce McBain, Cheshire. 
Flower cut from paper with a
broken earring used for the
centre. This is presented over
panels of paper and card.

Left: 
Gillian Orchard, Middlesex. 
The angel is rubber stamped
and trimmed with gold glitter,
then cut out and mounted onto
mulberry paper and gold stars
cut from card. The background
is made from a red scroll paper
panel over a shiny gold panel.
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Left: Natalie Austin, Leics.
Delicate flowery paper in the
centre gives a light, airy feel to
this design. The card front is
decorated with pink glitter
stickers to tone with the paper. 

Below: Debbie Northern, Hampshire. 
I have used the ‘celebrate’ background paper to
cover the aperture and then made a diploma to
lay over it. The other wording is rubber stamped. 

Right: 
Margaret Forbes, Clwyd.
A mixture of striped and plain
coloured panels with peel-off
sticker flowers mounted with
sticky fixers for extra depth.

Below: 
Lesley Ward, Derbyshire.
The bicycle is cut from card,
trimmed with stickers and has
iris folded wheels. The back-
ground is made from meadow
and sky background paper
combined with stickers from
the horizons range.

Below: 
Mrs P.A. Poulsom, Gwent. 
This design is made up from a
variety of Gold Label stickers
and graduated paper which
tones nicely with the bow.

Below Right: 
Thea Kentish, Essex. 
Tree made from folded papers.
The outer tree shape is made
by laying folded paper in place.

Below: Mrs. P. Demeza, Lincolnshire.
The card is covered with two toning papers. 
A patch pocket is hand cut from the same 
papers and decorated with a shirt button, it 
has a matching message tag inside.
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